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Vol. No. XXI, No.8
H E R E c o R D
October 5, 1992
NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Law School Record, you must submit your information
either in typed hard copy or by attaching (by pressing F6) a WordPerfect document to an E-mail
message sent to Jane McBride (PROFNET/JMCBRIDE) in Rm. 310. All notices must include your
name and a telephone number where you can be reached during the day, or a locker number. If
applicable, please include the name of your student organization. All information must be submitted
by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
First-year Students' Faculty Advisors
Attached to The Record is a listing of faculty advisors for first-year students. Students may contact their
advisor to discuss academic or other matters. Students should continue to feel free to call or visit Dean
Matasar or me ·to discuss law school policies, curriculum, faculty, staff, or any other matters.
Intellectual Property Intensive Trial Advocacy
The dates had t&be changed to January 2 through January 9 to accommodate Judge Holderman's
schedule. If you are interested in enrolling in this class, please submit your name to the Registrar's office
by Friday, October 9.
Change of Divisions
The deadline for submitting a request to change divisions to the Registrar's office is Friday, October 9.
Kent Commentator
Several students asked me what I was doing in the picture that appeared in the recent Kent Commentator.
The picture was taken during a woodshop class I taught at Kent in the seventies.
FROM SBA PRESIDENT KWAME RAOUL
Well, if Perot can re-enter the race for the Presidency, I guess I will throw my hat in also. Why should you
vote for me:
1) I promise to provide you with a better form of communication. The Student Organization Phones are
going to be turned back on. Students will be required to write down the organization they represent, the
purpose for calling, the time of their call and the telephone number they are calling every time they place a
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call. Unaccounted for calls will be billed to all student organizations that use the phone from which a call
is made. Student organizations that would like to opt out of using the phones at all to avoid being charged
anything should notify me by email by this Friday (KRAOUL).
2) I promise to bring you happiness. HAPPY HOUR!!!! The SBA will be hosting a HAPPY HOUR Thursday,
October 8 from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. at Red Kerr's. And we won't stop there. SBA, in conjunction
with Presidential Towers, invites you to a cocktail reception at THE FRONT ROW in the lobby of
Presidential Towers on October 22 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
3) I promise to improve upon your education. Professor Derrick Bell will be addressing students and
faculty this Thursday, October 8 at 3:30 p.m. He will be speaking about issues relating to diversity in law
schools and in the legal community at large. He will entertain questions from students following his
presentation.
4) Ipromise to expose you to the Arts. Playhouse 565's first presentation will be held Friday October 30.
The presentation will be "Political Axe" which consists of two solo one acts "Second Lady" and "The
David Duke Songbook". The performances will be held in the Ogilvie Auditorium. Special thanks to the
Law School Association.
5) I promise to have all groups represented. CONGRATULATIONS to the newly elected 1st year
representatives: SECTION 1: Ivery Rorie and Daniel Walsh, Jr. SECTION 2: Christopher Evison and Steve
Zimmer SECTION 3: Sheni Hajat and Julie Ann Sklaver EVENING: Matthew Pullman
I will be holding monthly Presidents Council Meetings with the Presidents or designated representatives of
all the student organizations. This will give student organizations an opportunity to express their concerns
to me directly. I need a list from all student organizations of your officers and telephone numbers. Please
try to get this to me by Friday.
6) How about family values? Well, I thought everybody here already had those. Apparently I was wrong.
It has been reported to me that people have not been treating the new building like home by discarding
their trash everywhere except in trash cans, sticking gum underneath tables and finding other creative
ways of trying to make this building look more like the old building. I have no way of monitoring all
students, but I would think that the policing of well raised adults with good "family values" would not be
necessary. Please show some respect.
So my campaign has been launched. Please show me your support. If I don't win the Presidency I don't
know what I'm going to do after law school. I don't have a job yet.
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Evelyn Brody was the lunchtime speaker on September 24, 1992, at the Sixth Annual CCH
Partnership and S Corporation Tax Planning Forum in Chicago. She spoke about the tax proposals pending
in Congress, and about the distortions imposed on the tax legislative process by the political desire to
avoid "new taxes" yet achieve "revenue neutral" proposals.
Professor Jeffrey Sherman traveled to Philadelphia last week for a meeting with the other members of the
Donative Transfers Members Consultative Group of the American Law Institute to help draft the sections
dealing with the Law of Wills that will be included in the Restatement (Third) of Property.
Adjunct Professor Thomas J. Bamonte recently published "Measuring Stock Value in Appraisals Under the
Illinois Business Corporation Act," 80 III. Bar J. 236 (1992) .and "The Parole Revocation Process in Illinois,"




Henry Morris Lecture in International and Comparative Law
October 5, 1992
The Eighth Annual Henry Morris Lecture in International and Comparative Law will be Tuesday, October 13
at 12:00 p.m. in the Governor Richard B. Olgivie Auditorium. This year's lecturer is Eric Stein, Hessel E.
Yntema Professor of Law, Emeritus, University of Michigan Law School.
How should post communist states craft new constitutions reflecting their separate histories and specific
social, legal and institutional needs?
Can constitutions be drafted for emerging states in Eastern and Southern Europe which will not only be
comprehensive, but also flexible enough to accommodate future change in these societies?
Can transferable legal institutions successfully be created by neighboring states in this region?
Based on his experience as a member of an international group advising Czech and Slovak authorities on
constitutional problems concerning the dissolution of Czechoslovakia, Professor Eric Stein will discuss
these issues and potential solutions for constitutional change in Eastern Europe. Relying on comparative
legal analysis, Professor Stein suggests an alternative framework for these discussions, providing insight
into the complex negotiations which accompany the rapid and radical political and economic changes
occurring in these states.
Professor Stein has served as advisor to the U.S. Delegation to the United Nations General Assembly, the
U.S. Representative to the Security Council and U.S. Representative for Internal Atomic Energy Agency
Negotiations. He has been a member of the advisory panel of the Bureau of European Affairs at the
Department of State, and was consultant to the U.S. Representative for Trade Negotiations.
Croatia Law School Dean Visit
Dean Zvonimir Lauc of the University of Osijek Faculty of Law in Croatia will be visiting the law school
from October 16 until October 22. Dean Lauc's visit is sponsored by the ABA Central and East European
Law Initiative. Prior to his arrival in Chicago, he will visit Syracuse University College of Law and the
University of Oklahoma College of Law. Dean Lauc has written extensively on constitutional change and
development, and is working actively on the development of the Croatian state.
The schedule for Dean Laue's visit is currently being developed. If you have a particular interest in meeting
him or participating in any of the activities being planned for his visit, please contact Rosemary Shiels
(ProfNet:RSHIELS) or Daryl Taylor (ProfNet:DCTAYLOR).
565 Playhouse
Forget Ross Perot ....see David Duke, the all-talking, all-singing dark horse...Playhouse 565 is coming
on October 30th.
This "Second Lady" won't say what she thinks about Bon Jovi's or her unwed daughter's pregnancy ....
Playhouse 565 is coming on October 30th.
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u.s. Policy and the Haitians
October 5, 1992
Is it legal for our Coast Guard to stop Haitians on the High Seas and forcibly return them to Haiti without
adjudicating Haitian claims to asylum? What are the international and immigration law implications if the
Court finds that this activity is legal? Professor Bart Brown will address these questions in his discussion
of the brief he is preparing for Amnesty International on behalf the Haitians. This case is soon to go
before the Supreme Court. Tuesday, October 6, 11 :45 a.m., Rm. C40. Pizza will be served. All are
welcome. Sponsored by the Immigration Law Club.
Derrick Bell Here Oct. 8
Law professor Derrick Bell, the 61 year-old lifelong civil rights activist who was recently denied an
extension of his protest-based leave of absence from Harvard Law School, will speak about racial and
gender diversity issues to students, faculty and the public at Chicago-Kent College of Law Thursday,
October 8. Bell was the first black to be tenured at Harvard Law School, where he taught from 1969 until
1990. In 1990 he began his unpaid leave of absence to protest the lack of minority women on the law
school faculty. He lost his job in July of this year, after the extension denial. This fall Bell began his
second year as a visiting professor at New York University. Bell is currently promoting the recent release
of his book Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism, a fictional work in which Bell
promotes his thesis that racism is a permanent part of our society0
Bell is speaking at Chicago-Kent at the invitation of Student Bar Association President Kwame Raoul and
Chicago-Kent Law Review Editor Mark Johnson.
Environmental and Energy Law Alumnae/i Reception
The Environmental and Energy Law Program, in conjunction with Chicago-Kent's Environmental Law
Society, will host its first annual alumnae/i reunion October 26, from 5:30 p.rn, to 7:00 p.m. in the 10th
Floor Faculty Lounge. The program co-directors, Professors Stuart Deutsch and A. Dan Tarlock, and
student leaders of the Environmental Law Society, will formally welcome the alumnae/i to the law school's
new home. The cocktail reception will allow the many alumnae/i to renew acquaintances and meet the
current students in the program.
Chaos or Community: The Future of Our Public Schools, October 17
The Student Bar Association and the National Lawyers Guild are presenting the following day-long forum
on public education in Chicago. Registration is $10, which should be submitted to SBA. Registration
covers a continental breakfast and a box lunch.
8:00 a.m.-8:30 a.m.: Registration/Continental Breakfast
8:45 a.m.-9:00 a.m.: Dean's Welcome: Dean Richard A. Matasar
MORNING: SCHOOL REFORM
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Panel Discussion
What must be done to reform public education in the urban system?
1. Herb Walberg
Professor of Urban Education, University of Illinois at Chicago
2. Kimball Ladien, M.D.
Medical Director and President, Safe Haven Consultants
3. Joyce Johnson
Principal, William E.B. Dubois Elementary School
4. Sharon Jenkins-Brown






Research Director, Latino Institute
10:45 a.m. - 12:00 noon Concurrent Work Groups
1. The Pragmatics of Inclusion: Successful Models of Mainstreaming
a. Charlene Green
Assistant Superintendant for Special Education, Chicago Public Schools
b. Joy Rogers
Professor of Counseling and Educational Psychology, Loyola University
c. Dr. Howard P. Blackman
Executive Director, LaGrange Area Department of Special Education
2. Safety and Security in the Public Schools
a. George Sams
Director, Bureau of Safety and Security, Chicago Public Schools
b. Rocio Cordoba
Staff Counsel, American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois
c. Lt. Thomas Byrne
Commanding Officer, School Patrol Unit, Chicago Police Department
3. Bilingual Education: The Road to Effective Implementation
a. Rick Meza
Staff Attorney, Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund
b. Miguel Jiminez
Parent Advocate, Fiesta Educativa, Inc.
c. Dr. Rodolfo Serna
Assistant Superintendent, Department of Language and Cultural Education
Chicago Public Schools
4. Opening Eyes: The Role of a Multi-Cultural Curriculum in the Public Schools
a. Carol Lee
Asst. Professor of Education and Social Policy, Northwestern University
b. John J. Attinas
Director, Urban Teacher Education Program
c. Judson Hixson
North Central Regional Educational Laboratory
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH
AFTERNOON: FINANCE, ETC.
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.: FORUM: CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ON EDUCATION
FOR:
1. G. Alfred Hess, Jr.
Executive Director, Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance




Executive Director, Center for Rebuilding America's Schools
2. Robert D. Steere
General Counsel, Illinois State Chamber of Commerce
2:45 p.rn, - 4:00 p.m.: Concurrent Work Groups
1. Here We Go Again:
The Continuing Financial Crisis at the Chicago Board of Education
a. John Kotsakis





Director of Budgeting, Chicago Public Schools
c. Barbara Holt
Executive Director, Chicago School Finance Authority
d. Honorable Earlean Collins
State Senator (D-Chicago)
2. School Choice/Vouchers
a. Dr. Gwendolyn Laroche
Director, Education Department, Chicago Urban League.
b. William Siegel
Policy Associate, Designs for Change
c. Dirk Roggeveen
Senior Litigation Attorney, Institute for Justice
d. Thomas Hetland
Executive Director, Center for Rebuilding America's Schools
3. School Reform Act: How is it affecting the classroom?
a. Bruce Berndt
President, Chicago Principals Association
b. Honorable Ellis Levin
State Representative (D-Chicago)
c. John Easton
Monitoring Specialist, Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance
d. Libby Matthews-McFerren
Parent, Substitute Teacher, Chicago Public Schools
4:00 p.rn, - 6:00 p.m. RECEPTION
JUDICIAL EXTERNSHIPS: SPRING 1993 SEMESTER
October 5, 1992
For Second and Third Year Students with a Minimum 2.9 Grade Point Average
Informational Meeting
On Tuesday, October 6, 1992 at 12:00 Noon in Room 170, there will be a meeting for all students who
are interested in externing for a federal appellate, district, bankruptcy judge or magistrate for the Spring
1993 Semester. Professor Vivien Gross will describe the kinds of experiences. a judicial extern will have in
the course of a semester, as well as how to apply. If you are interested in a judicial externship, but are
unable to attend the meeting, please see Professor Gross in Room 612.
A judicial externship enables the student to become involved in particular legal problems through research
and writing, and to contribute in the resolution of those legal problems. Depending upon the judge, an
extern may have the opportunity to observe the day-to-day routine of a judge and discuss with the judge
and the judge's law' clerk those legal problems which attorneys face in their profession, and the specific
problems which attorneys confront in their courtroom. Take advantage of this wonderful opportunity!
Application Process
The applications for the Spring Judicial Externships are available on the third floor and in Room 601, Law
Offices, as of Wednesday, September 28. Completed applications should be submitted to Ms. Jan Lund,




AND OTHER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
October 5, 1992
Research Assistant. Adjunct Prof. Thomas J. Bamonte, a partner of Sachnoff & Weaver, Ltd., wants to
hire a research assistant to help with research and cite-checking projects in the corporate law area. The
pay will be $7 per hour for approximately 100 hours; applicants must have taken corporations. Interested
students should deliver a resume to Diane Preacely in Room 320. Mr. Bamonte teaches a seminar in the
Dynamics of Corporate Control.
Research Assistant. Professor Bartram Brown is looking for a research assistant (second or third year) to
assist him with research in the areas of international human rights law and international environmental law.
Those interested should submit their resumes to him in Room 855.
Senior Faculty Secretary. Duties include a variety of highly responsible secretarial, clerical and public
contact duties under limited supervision. Qualifications: significant secretarial experience and ability to
type 65 w.p.m. Inquire at liT Human Resources, or Chicago-Kent's Administration office.
Faculty Secretary. Duties include a variety of secretarial, clerical and public contact duties under limited
supervision, following established procedures and methods with latitude to exercise independent judgment
concerning priorities, methods, procedures and deadlines. Qualifications: secretarial experience and ability
to type 65 w.p.m. Inquire at liT Human Resources, or Chicago-Kent's Administration office.
liT is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
A Note to On-campus Interviewing Participants:
Please email Lisa Abrams (email on Profnet is LABRAMS) or stop by to talk with her and let her know of
any callback interviews you have and/or offers that result from on-campus interviewing. It's important
that you provide this feedback so that we can evaluate the effectiveness of the fall interview program. All
information remains confidential.
Now that the fall on-campus season is winding down, you may want to consider making an appointment to
discuss alternative job search strategies. The on-campus program involves a very small sector of legal
employers--there is a whole world of legal employers beyond those that interview on-campus!
Career Services has an excellent group of "career strategists" who are experienced with legal job searches.
You can meet with Carolyn Gunn, Debbie Villa, Barbara Rakely, Debbi Gutman or Lisa Abrams. We can
provide you with guidance and support and help you develop a job search plan. To set up a time to talk
with one of us, contact Gwen Johnson, our Career Services receptionist.
Job Fairs:
LL.M. in Taxation Job Fair: November 7, 1992
LL.M. in Taxation students who are interested in attending the LL.M. in Taxation Job Fair at New York
University on Saturday, November 7, 1992 should sign up' on the sign up sheet in the Career Services




Note: First year students are invited to attend all programs!!!
How Can Networking Make a Difference in Your Job Search?
October 5, 1992
How do you develop a network? How can you network your way to a job? Find out by attending our
informal discussion session on networking in the Career Services Office on Monday, Oct. 5th from 12:50
p.m.-1 :45 p.m. in the Career Services Office. Feel free to bring your lunch!
Interested in a Corporate In-House Position?
Attend an seminar about careers as a corporate in-house counsel. A panel of Chicago-Kent alums will
discuss their career paths and the challenges they face as corporate in-house attorneys. The program will
be held at 11 :45 a.m, on Tuesday, October 6th in room 270.
Are You an ENFJ? ISTP? ESFP?
Yes, you are going to be a lawyer, but what kind of lawyer will you be? Take the Myers-Briggs work style
inventory and find out more about your strengths and your work approach preferences. Based on the
research of Carl Jung, this inventory is one of the most reliable and validated instruments of its kind in
existence (and, no, it is not the one that tells you what job you should have!). Results are completely
confidential--you will be the only one to see the profile. So, select one of these sessions and sign up on
the sign-up sheet in the Career Services Office:
Session I
Part 1: Wed., Oct. 14 10:40 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
Room 305
Quick intro and you pick up inventory and instructions.
You complete and self-score the inventory prior to
part 2.
Part 2: Wed., Oct. 21 10:40 a.m.-11 :30 a.m,
Room 305
Presentation of profile results. Handouts are distributed
and your questions are answered.
Session II
Part 1: Monday, Nov. 2 12:50 p.m.-1 :40 p.m.
Room 305
Format is same as described for session one.
Part 2: Monday, Nov. 9 12:50 p.m.-1 :40 p.m.
Room 305
Format is same as described for session one.
Career Opportunities in Government Cancelled
Due to a conflict with the Morris Lecture, this program has been postponed and will be presented later in




Attention Future Sports/Entertainment Lawyers!
October 5, 1992
Attend the Career Services Program on sports and entertainment law careers. Chicago-Kent alumni will
share their experiences and advice. The program will be at 11 :45 a.m. on Tuesday, October 20th, in
Room C50. You and your lunch are welcome!!! See you there!
Fellowships/Internships:
Eleanor Seiling Legal Internship: Animal Legal Defense Fund
The Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) is a national non-profit public interest law organization. It includes
over 500 attorneys and law students across the country who are dedication to promoting animal rights
through litigation.
ALDF offers a two month paid internship. The application deadline is November 13, 1992. Further
information is available in Handout #26 in the Career Services Office.
National Resources Defense Council Internship Program
NRDC is a nonprofit organization with over 170,000 members and contributors nationwide, dedicated to
protecting America's natural resources and to improving the quality of the human environment.
Application information for second year students is available in the Career Services Office in Handout #27.
The application deadline is November 1, 1992.
West's Legal Directory/Law Student Section
The National Association of Law Placement and West Publishing Company have developed a new service
for law students. West is expanding its Legal Directory to include a special section with information on
law students. Through this service, legal employers will be able to access student resume information.
Students may choose how much information to include in the Student Directory.
The basic listing, which includes law school and undergraduate information, law school activities, and
geographic preference, is free to the student. Detailed information and application forms are available in
the Career Services Office.
COMPUTER RESOURCES
It's Here! Dial Into Chicago-Kent from Your Home Computer
Software to dial-in to the computer systems at Chicago-Kent is now available in the Bookstore. The
software lists for over $100 per individual copy. Through a special arrangement with the manufacturer,
the Computer Center can offer you this software for only $30.
With this software installed on your home or office computer (and a modem), you can dial into Kentnet to
read or send electronic mail, check your grades or submit classifieds. Additional services are planned for
the near future. This software will only work on IBM compatible computers. Don't forget to fill out the
registration form and return it to the Computer Center. You must do this to gain remote access.
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Fall 1992 Semester Schedule for Computer Classes
October 5, 1992
If you want to reserve a place in any class, please email Gail Fialek, the Computer Center Administrative
Assistant, GFIALEK.
Series One: Computers in the Law with Rosemary Shiels
10/15/92: Thursday, 11 :45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
CALI:· Review CALI lessons; access; downloading
10/22/92: Thursday, 11 :45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Legal Method II
Continued outlining, expanding text and viewing outline as a study method with case briefs,
casenotes, class notes.
11/5/92: Thursday, 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m, and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m,
Legal Method II
11/12/92: Thursday, 11 :45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Exam Preparation
Review of using outlines for exam preparation.
Series Two Classes: Word Processing and Writing Tools with Computer Staff
10/8/92: Thursday, 11 :45 a.rn.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m,
Continued Advanced Word Processing
10/22/92: Thursday, 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m,
Advanced Word Processing: printing, headers, footers, fonts
11/19/92: Thursday, 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m,
Exams on Computers
Taking exams on computers: headings, anonymity, printing, exam number on each disc, frequent
saving on disc.
Legal Drafting Classes
The Computer Center has arranged for special legal drafting lessons on document assembly at the
following times and classrooms:
Thursday, 10/8/92:
11 :45 a.m. - 1:35 p.m.: ROOM C20 .
Prof. Kristl, Commercial
Prof. Sullivan, Real Estate
Prof. Krebs, General Practice
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.: ROOM C25
Prof. Farber, Commercial
Prof. Donovan, Intellectual Property
5:35 p.m. - 7:25 p.m.: ROOM 370




















4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
11 :45 a.m. - 12:40 p.m. Computer Class
7:35 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Computer Class
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
4:00 p.m, - 5:00 p.m. Appellate Advocacy
In response to inquiries regarding vendors at the Computer Fair, the Computer Center provides the
following information: for Apple computer products, contact Bryan Sager (312) 567-3791 on the liT Main
Campus; regarding Zenith computer products contact Northwestern University Bookstore, Microcomputer
Products Center (708) 491-3889.
LEXIS and WESTLAW Student Representatives













Westlaw Representative Lab Hours
Man Tues Wed Thurs Fri
9:30-12:30 9:00-12:00 9:30-11 :00 8:00-11 :30 9:30-11 :30
Romi Bose Kerri Kamis Romi Bose Kerri Kamis Todd Miller
2:45-5:00 3:00-6:00 1:00-3:00 3:00-5:00 1:00-2:30
Kerri Kamis Romi Bose Kerri Kamis Rami Bose Rami Bose
6:00-8:00 3:00-5:00 5:00-7:30 2:30-5:00
Todd Miller Rami Bose Todd Miller Kerri Kamis
6:00-8:00
Todd Miller





Jon Stetkis, the evening Lexis student representative, will be available at the tables in the library outside
Rm. 700 during the following hours:
Monday and Wednesday 6:00 p.rn. to 10:00 p.m.
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIPS
Hellenic Bar Association of Illinois Scholarships
The Hellenic Bar Association of Illinois is awarding scholarships to law students who meet the following
criteria: .
1. Must be of Hellenic descent
2. Must be enrolled in the College of Law during the 1992-93
academic year
The scholarships will be awarded in the Fall. Applications are available in the Admissions Office, Suite
230, and must be completed and received by the Chair of the Hellenic Scholarship Committee no later than
Friday, October 16, 1992. Send the completed application to the following address: Hellenic Bar
Association of Illinois; c/o Chapekis, Marcus, Allen & Chapekis; 11 South LaSalle Street, Suite 1020;
Chicago, Illinois 60603.
Mexican American Lawyers Scholarship Fund Scholarship
The Mexican American Lawyers Scholarship Fund (MALSF) seeks applicants for a $1,000 scholarship to be
awarded to a deserving first-year law student of Hispanic descent. All applicants must meet the following
criteria:
1) Must have one parent or guardian of Hispanic ancestry.
2) Must be a first-year student enrolled on a full-time basis.
3) Must not be related to a trustee or officer of MALSF.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. Please note that the scholarship application must
be fully completed and received by MALSF on or before October 12, 1992.
STUDENT WRITING CONTESTS
The German American Law Association proudly announces its sponsorship of the first Writing Contest
concerning issues of German American Law. Eligible Authors: All students enrolled in an American Law
School. Topic: Open -- Participants may select a topic of their choice within the established contest
guidelines. Prizes: First -- one round trip airfare to Germany; Second -- German statutes software
package LEXICOM; Third -- German American Dictionary. All participants must register by October 9,
1992. Registration is completed by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope (for the guidelines) and a
note to: German American Law Association, P. O. Box 66174, Washington, DC 20035.
De~dline: October 9, 199,2.
12
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The Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy is sponsoring their annual Institute for Humane Studies-Steven
J. Eberhard Writing Competition. $1000 will be awarded to the student author of the Comment that best
analyzes a case or legal topic of interest to conservatives or libertarians. The winning submission will be
included in the Journal.
Deadline: October 15, 1992
The American Bar Association's Section of Business Law is sponsoring its annual contest to encourage and
reward law student writings on a business law subject of general and current interest. A paper considering
the aspects in the broad category of business law should have been written during the 1991 - 1992
academic year by an enrolled law student. First Place: $2,500. Second Place: $1,000. Third Place:
$500. Deadline: October 30, 1992
The Brand Names Education Foundation Ladas Memorial Award is presented to the paper judged best on
the subject of trademark law or a matter that directly relates to or affects trademarks. The award is
recognized by a $4,000 cash prize, financial support up to $1,000 for the recipient's attendance at an
education program sponsored by the Brand Names Education Foundation or the United States Trademark
Association and a set of Dr. Ladas' three-volume treatise on trademarks, patents and related rights. The
selected paper generally will be published in The Trademark Reporter.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
The ABA Forum on the Construction Industry is offering a prize of $1,500, publication in The Construction
Lawyer, and an invitation to the Forum's annual meeting. All this to the author of the best paper on any
topic relating to construction industry law. Second prize is $750.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
The National Center for Preventive Law will award three $1,000 prize awards to students or faculty for
contributions in the field of preventive law. The National Center for Preventive Law is a non-profit
institution dedicated to research and disseminating of information about preventive law and to encouraging
the widespread practice of preventive law. Manuscripts, recommendations, and project descriptions may
be submitted.
Deadline: December 31, 1992.
The Film, Air and Package Carriers Conference of ATA and The Transportation Lawyers Association
announce the Harold Shertz Essay Award Contest. The contest is open to any college or university
student in the U.S. and Canada. The subject matter is any area of transportation -- law, economics, policy
-- and mode of transport -- air, rail, motor, bus, water, pipeline. The prize is $1,500 and publication in the
Transportation Law Journal.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
The American College of Legal Medicine says, "Put It on Paper and Pocket $1,OOO!" Prepare an
outstanding paper on Legal Medicine, and $1,000 can be yours. Also, consideration is given to the winner
for publication in the Journal of Legal Medicine and other College publications.
Deadline: February 1, 1993
The Catholic University of America (CUA) Communications Law Institute is ho'lding its 5th Annual Writing
Contest in memory of the late Stephen G. Thompson, who was an aidunct instructor act CUA. Sponsored
in conjuction with Professor Thompson's former law firm, Wiley, Rein & Fielding -- a leading Washington,
D.C. communications law firm, the competition is calling for papers covering communications law.
Deadline: February 15, 1993
The American Association of Attorney-Certified Public Accountants (AAA-CPA) Foundation which
promotes the professions of law and accounting recently announced an essay contest for the 1992-93
academic year. The contest is designed for students interested in the disciplines of law and accounting.
The topic of the 1993 contest is "Solicitation of Clients in the Dual Practice of Law. and Public
Accounting." The grand prize is $2,500.
Deadline: March 1, 1993
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Community Associations Institute Research Foundation announces its Byron Hanke Fellowship for Graduate
Study. Fellowships in the amount of $2,500 are available to law students whose studies relate to
community associations generally and to the topic of the candidate's proposed community associations
research project.
Deadline: March 1, 1993.
The American Bar Association's Standing Committee on Professionalism recently announced its 1992
Robert McKay Professionalism Writing Competition. Aimed to foster a heightened awareness among
today's law students, the purpose of the competition is to emphasize the importance of professional
responsibility and to help to assure that the future leaders of the bar will maintain high principles of
integrity and dedication to the legal system and the public. Named for the late Robert B. McKay in
recognition of his special achievements and interest in making professionalism an integral part of legal
education, this competition seeks papers addressing the topic: "How would you explain to a lawyer
struggling to make a livi~g that he or she has a higher calling than maximizing income, and that you can do
well while doing good?" Two cash prizes will be awarded in the amount of $2,500 and $1,500 for first
and second place essays respectively. Additionally, the winning essays will be published in the
Professional Lawyer, or some other suitable Association publication. Deadline: March 1, 1993
The Roscoe Pound Foundation offers awards of $3,000, $2,000 and $1,000 to the authors of winning
essays on the environmental topic of "Global Climate Change: Treaties, Laws, and Legal Remedies." The
following are to be discussed: 1) What are the options for the United States? 2) What can individual
states do? 3) What is the role of the court system?
Deadline: March 31, 1993
The National Energy Law and Policy Institute of the University of Tulsa College of Law announces its
Energy law Essay Competition for 1992-1992. The prize for the best essay is $750. Only essays
prepared between April 1, 1992 and March 31, 1993 will be accepted. The topic may be on any legal
subject related to energy, including traditional subjects in oil and gas .law: federal\state regulation of natural
resources; development of energy resources on state, federal or private lands; nuclear power; utilities; solar
energy; international aspects of energy; or similar topics.
Deadline: March 31, 1993
The Food and Drug Law Institute will sponsor three writing scholarships for students attending a law
school at which Food and Drug Law and/or Administrative Law courses are provided. Offered for the
1993-1994 academic year, eligibility includes completion or future enrollment in a course in Food and Drug
Law and/or Administrative Law for all degree candidates in good standing who will receive either a J.D. or
an LL.M. during 1994. A paper of publishable quality on a subject relevant to the field of Food and Drug
Law is required. Scholarships: $5,000
Deadline: April 23, 1993
The Food and Drug Law Institute announces its annual H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing Competition
for $3,000, $2,000 and $1,000- -- first, second and third prize respectively. Named for the late H. Thomas
Austern, renowned food and drug law attorney for more than fifty years who was also known as the "dean
of the food and drug bar," this competition encourages law students to develop papers in the areas of law
that affect foods, drugs, cosmetics and devices. Winning papers will be considered for publication in the
Food and Drug Law Journal.
Deadline: May 15, 1993
The American Intellectual Property Law Association announces the Robert C. Watson Award for 1983, for
the best student article submitted on a subject relating to the protection of intellectual property written or
published between August 1, 1992 and July 31, 1993. The prize is $2,000.





Black Law Students Association
BLSA will hold a monthly meeting on Tuesday, October 6th at 4:45 p.m.
Christian Legal Society
October 5, 1992
CLS will meet today, Monday, Oct. 5, 5 p.m., Rm. 170. All are welcome. Please feel free to bring dinner.
If you have any questions, email STIERNEY.
Devil's Advocate
The Devil's Advocate is pleased to announce our first speaker's forum to be held Wednesday, October 14
at 3:00 p.m. in the Auditorium. The topic of the forum will be the recent Supreme Court decision U.S. v.
Alvarez. Playing "devil's advocate" and representing the majority will be Professor Bassiouni from DePaul
University. Chicago-Kent's very own Professor Abbott will speak on behalf of the dissent. All are
welcome and encouraged to attned. Questions? Email DPAPADAK, MPOLANSK, YHILST.
Deutsch Klub
Our next meeting will be Tuesday at 4:30. All are invited.
Environmental Law Society
Update on NAELS Conference: The 1993 NAELS (National Association of Environmental Law Societies)
Conference will be held January 28-30 at the Indiana University School of Law in Bloomington, Indiana.
Chicago-Kent's very own Professor Dan Tarlock will be the kick-off speaker on Thursday night. Panel
issues will include: Poverty, Race, and the Environment, Interstate Waste Disposal and Protectionism,
History and Future Trends of Environmental Regulation, United Nations Conference on Environmental
Development, and Market-Based Solutions to Environmental Problems. Sounds like a great conference; if
you are interested in attending, email NZIPPAY.
If you are interested in participating in the Environmental Moot Court Competition, there will be an
informational meeting on Monday, October 5 at 5:00p.m. (check the lobby for the room number).
Participants will be required to hand in a brief on any issue to the ELS mailbox on Friday, October 9. If you
have questions and can't attend the meetinq, please email NZIPPAY.
October 17 field trip plans are being made even as you read this. Check next week's Record for further
details.
Immigration Law Club
Is it legal for our Coast Guard to stop Haitians on the High Seas and forcibly return them to Haiti without
adjudicating Haitian claims to asylum? What are the international and immigration law implications if the
Court finds that this activity is legal? Professor Brown will address such questions in his discussion of the
brief which he is preparing for Amnesty International on behalf the Haitians. This case is soon to go
before the Supreme Court. Tuesday, October 6, 11:45 a.m., Rm. C40. Pizza will be served. All are
welcome. Sponsored by the Immigration Law Club.
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Intellectual Property Law Society
October 5, 1992
All people interested in the Saul Lefkowitz Trademark Moot Court Competition please meet with Carlos
Olarte outside the cafeteria at 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Otober 6. He will discuss the format of the
intramural competition and setting the deadline for entry into the competition. If you cannot make the
meeting please email COLARTE before 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday.
For those of you interested in the Giles S. Rich Patent Moot Court Competition, the problem is still not in.
Resumes! Resumes! Resumes! If you are planning to practice intellectual property law: patent, trademark
and copyright law and related areas, then you should submit one resume to the Intellectual property Law
Society -- to the Society's mailbox on the second floor. We are compiling a book of resumes to distribute
to all Chicagoland intellectual property law firms and selected non-Chicago firms.
In order for the book to arrive at the firms in a timely manner, all resumes must be received in the
Society's mailbox or by James Harris, Bob Frank or Carlos Olarte by 12:00 p.m. (noon) Friday October 9,
1992. However, to help defray the costs of publishing the book and to support ,the' Society, we require
that everyone include $3 with their resume.
Kent Commentator
The Kent Commentator invites submissions from all members of the Chicago-Kent community. The
deadline for the October issue is October 15th. We also encourage you to use the services of our
advertisers. Our September advertisers, the Dawg Pound, and Jameson's, are nearby, and are offering
special discounts to us, while helping us offset our paper production costs, unlike other nearby
establishments that shall remain nameless.
Letters and inquiries may be directed to the paper through the Editors, any member of the Board, the mail
room on the second floor, or the newspaper office, Room C-86. More news soon!
Kent Intramural Basketball Association (KIBA)
Even though the KIBA season doesn't begin until next semester, its never too early to start thinking about
it. First years - start organizing your teams. The rest - take advantage of the unrestricted free agency
market to bolster last year's weaknesses or to just cut dead weight from the team. A team roster must be
submitted before the end of this semester so that the season can begin as early as possible next semester.
More information will follow. If you have any questions, contact Mike Gilmartin on email at MGILMART or
at locker #358 on the second floor.
Law Students' Action for Justice
This is a unique group of law students who are committed to preserving (or regaining) the integrity of the
judicial system, are not 'afraid of hard work, and would like some real-world experiences.
Specifically, LSAFJ investigates potential cases of wrongful conviction, whether the case is one where the
convicted individual is innocent of the charges or a case where the system has failed to extend all of the
constitutional and procedural protection to the convicted. Our members work on real cases, some high-
profile, some not so high-profile.
If you are interest in applying the skills you have learned and are continuing to learn in law school, please







At the last meeting, Atty. Brian Kalata gave us a great talk on networking. We hope to be able to make
available a sheet listing his suggestions for our members. A severely underutilized asset of membership is
our library located in our office (room C76). PLEASE check the office and stop in to see if there is
anything which you would like to borrow. ANY DONATIONS TO THE PHI ALPHA DELTA LIBRARY WOULD
BE GREATLY APPRECIATED. Just email Cindy Utterback (CUTTERBA) to make arrangements. Just a
reminder that the last week of October, Phi Alpha Delta will be holding its annual Judge's Night here at
Chicago-Kent. Between 20 and 80 judges show up each year (all Phi Alpha Delta alums) along with many
alums in the legal community. This is a definite must for networking!!!! Anyone interested in joining Phi
Alpha Delta, just stop by C76 and get an application by the door or stop in and talk to one of us. Have a
great week!
Night Students!!!!!!
On THURSDAY OCTOBER 8TH, at 7:30 pm in room C40, there will be a meeting to discuss your
programming needs in relation to the student organizations, sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta. PLEASE attend
and provide us with some input so that we can better meet your interests and needs.
Returning Students Association
Tuesday, October 29th at 11:45 a.m. in room C25, the RSA is co-sponsoring, with the Career Services
Office, a panel discussion featuring Chicago-Kent alums who were of "non traditional age" when they
entered the legal marketplace. What is it like to search for work as an older, yet inexperienced, lawyer?
How will our prior career experiences work as assets for us? And how do we maintain our sense of humor
as well as our competitive edge? Bring your lunch and your questions.
Open V-Ball
V-Ball season started last Tuesday! Anyone with a validated student ID is welcome. You can take the
4:35 p.m. shuttle bus to main campus. For more information, email Isabel Eustaquio at IEUSTAQU.
Women In Law
Violence Against Women Action Committee
Did you know in the U.S. it is estimated a woman is battered every 15 seconds? Or that domestic violence
is the single largest cause of injury to women?
Tracy Smith of Pro-Bono Advocates will be here on Tuesday, October 6th at 11 :45 in room C-50 to
discuss the DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ADVOCACY PROJECT. For those who are interested but cannot attend,













































































































































































































































STUDENT ADVISoR STUDENT ADVISOR
Huber, Kristin Joan Steinman Matlock, Charles Marc Kadish
Hung, David Cheryl Harris May, Christopher Gary Laser
Hurst, Brian Margaret Stewart McGowan, Nancy Raph Brill
Hurtgen, Kurt Margaret Stewart McLaughlin, Malcolm Jim Lindgren
Husami, Mateen Fred Abbott McNamara, John Cheryl Harris
Hutchison, Amy Evelyn Brody Menges, Tracy Ron Staudt
Hwang, Bonita Gerry Brown Menotti, Maria Joan Steinman
Hyderi, Shalla Howard Chapman Merrell, Dina Margaret Stewart
Ippolito, Marc David Rudstein Meza, Olga Vivien Gross
Isaly, William Raph Brill Miller, Beth Richard Matasar
Isherwood, Jill Richard McAdams Minkoff, Karen Fred Abbott
Isley, Jonathan Richard Matasar Minton, Thomas Evelyn Brody
Jacobsen, Linda Jacob Corre Morse, Jeffrey Richard McAdams
Jagust, Rose Vivien Gross Moscowitz, Barry Shel Nahmod
Jeffries, Sean Raph Brill Moss, Michael Richard Matasar
Jelinek, Laura Shel Nahmod Moy, Carol Gerry Brown
Johnson, Kendra Marc Kadish Mulcahey, Michelle Howard Chapman
Johnson, Preston Richard McAdams Mulrooney, Kevin Jacob Corre
Johnson, Scott Richard McAdams Murphy, James Marc Kadish
Joyce, Mary Dale Nance Mumhy, Lynn Gary Laser
Juckett, Pamela Vivien Gross Musburger, Betty Jim Lindgren
Juckniess, Frederick Jim Lindgren Nakamura, Reiko Margaret Stewart
Kalberg, S. Randall Ron Staudt Neeley, Robert Joan Steinman
Kanter, Gary Dale Nance Nessary, Richard Shel Nahmod
Kaplan, Jason Richard Warner Newman, Stephen Joan Steinman
Kates, Rachel Joan Steinman Nguyen, Ann Joan Steinman
Kelly, Megan Richard Matasar Nguyen, Hwong Richard Warner
Kenders, Theresa Margaret Stewart Norr, Daniel Fred Abbott
Kim, Charles Evelyn Brody Pabst-Shogren, Julie David Rudstein
Kinealy, Paul Richard McAdams Paunessi, Jennifer Marc Kadish
Kirk, Lora Richard Matasar Pale, Blossom Richard McAdams
Kirsch, Gregory Jacob Corre Paluch, Jessica Evelyn Brody
Kokodis, Alice Cheryl Harris Patel, Hiren Jim Lindgren
Kozub, Benjamin Richard Warner Patrick, Melanie Jacob Corre
Krasberg, Lisa David Rudstein Patt, Felicia Vivien Gross
Kross, Martha Raph Brill Pauls, Brian Marc Kadish
Kuehn, William Cheryl Harris Pechacek, Danette Vivien Gross
Kugia, Marty Howard Chapman Perez, Enrique Ron Staudt
Kumar, Chandran Evelyn Brody. Peterson, Earl David Rudstein
Kumar, Sunil Vivien Gross Peterson, Vanessa Jim Lindgren
Kuo, Eugene Dale Nance Picher, Keith Joan Steinman
La Porte, Damon Richard Matasar Pietrkowski, Henry Margaret Stewart
La Rose, Elizabeth Richard Warner Pinkert, Laura Fred Abbott
Labkon, Jordan Richard Matasar Piraino, Edwin Evelyn Brody
Lawlyes, Brian Gary Laser Pitt, William Gerry Brown
Layden, Michael Jim Lindgren Poe, Steven Raph Brill
Lee, Helen Joan Steinman Porter, Brian Howard Chapman
Leigh, Laura Raph Brill Porter, Josephine Dale Nance
Lienau, Elizabeth Ron Staudt Prather, Alicia Richard Matasar
Limperis, Connie Margaret Stewart Psimaras, Constantine Jacob Corre
Liou, Timothy David Rudstein Quinol, Lyndon Vivien Gross
Lisak, Michael Fred Abbott Quintanilla, John Marc Kadish
Lorden, Thomas Richard McAdams Rahr, Robert Shel Nahmod ULovett, Tammara Fred Abbott Rajk, Leanna Gary Laser
Luparello, F. Howard Chapman Ravitz, Jacqueline David Rudstein
Lynch, Maureen Cheryl Harris Reames, Mary Dale Nance
Lysik, David Jim Lindgren Rech, Perry Gerry Brown
Mack, Christina Jacob Corre Remmers, Philip Ron Staudt

















































































































































































FACULTY ADVISoRS FOR FIRST-YEAR EVENING DIVISION STUDENTS
STUDENT
Ang, Kristin
Ariola, Marcelo
Balk, Allen
Bazanos, Korl
Beadleston, Paul
Beeson, Brad
Belle, Cheryl
Biddle, Laurie
Boland, James
Borman, Curtis
Bradford, Mark
Brown, Dorothy
Caffarelli, Melissa
Carpenter, Vicki
Chang, Richard
Chicca, Cynthia
Christie, Heather
Collins, Joseph
Cunningham-Hajek, Lorinne
Dageforde, Anne
De Phillips, Tina
Deer, Michael
Demaertelaere, Guy
Dempsey, John
Duffy, Ellen
Feeley, Stacey
Fox, Nancy
Fradin, Scott
Frank, Natalie
Franklin, Caryn
Geoffrey, Michael
Glatz, David
Grochocki, Laura
Gutierrez, Lisa
Hager, David
Harlin, Michael
Harrop, Joan
Harvey, Robbin
Helminski, Michael
Hillsman, Peter
Hoskins, Terri
Huston, Maureen
Jarvis, Shelley
Jasper, Michael
Jones, Lisa
Kash, Carole
Kelber, Michael
Kim, B.
Kirland, Kerry
Kopczynski, Carol
Kopiwoda, Jeffrey
Krisher, ill, Ralph
Kroeger, Kevin
Kuzemka, Shelly
Laporta, Steven
Lasenby, James
ADVISOR
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Kling
Richard Kling
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Fred Bosselman
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Fred Bosselman
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Richard Kling
Richard Gonzalez
Marty Malin
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Richard Kling
Stuart Deutsch
Marty Malin
Bart Brown
Richard Kling
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Marty Malin
Richard Kling
Stuart Deutsch
Fred Bosselman
Stuart Deutsch
Marty Malin
Richard Kling
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Fred Bosselman
Bart Brown
Bart Brown
STUDENT
Lee, Kyong
Loiacono, Mark
Mancini, Brian
McGowan, Coreen
Moore, David
Moore, Susan
Morris, Gia
Muroff, Daniel
Norkus, Donna
Odzer, Joseph
Okkema, Ann Marie
Olswang, Daniel
O'Hara, Matthew
Pallares, Michael
Pando, Rosalind
Patterson, Roy
Perez, Guillermo
Philbin, Maria
Pullman, Matthew
Robison, Samuel
Robot, George
Rubin, Stacey
Schneider, Lisa
Scholfield, Susan
Schwartz, Krista
Smith, Philip
Smith, Scott
Solomon, Margaret
Speakman, Stephanie
Spragg, Daniel
Steams, Janet
Steele, Joseph
Steffen, Gail
Stein, Miriam
Stewart, Elizabeth
Stewart, Jon
Stovall, Thomas
Sugrue, John
Thomson, Catherine
Tibbetts, Mark
Tofil, Lisa
Trabaris, Valerie
Twarowski, Joseph
Wall, Stephen
Wegrzyn, Lisa
Westerlund, David
Young, Karen
Ziebell, Gerald
Zimmerman, Roger
Zimmerman, Jr., Thomas
Zis, John
ADVISOR
Fred Bosselman
Marty Malin
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Bart Brown'
Fred Bosselman
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Richard Kling
Stuart Deutsch
Fred Bosselman
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Marty Malin
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Kling
Stuart Deutsch
Fred Bosselman
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Richard Kling
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Fred Bosselman
Fred Bosselman
Stuart Deutsch
Fred Bosselman
Richard Kling
Richard Kling
Richard Gonzalez
Bart Brown
Marty Malin
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Stuart Deutsch
Bart Brown
Stuart Deutsch
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Marty Malin
Bart Brown
Fred Bosselman
Richard Gonzalez
Richard Kling
Marty Malin
Stuart Deutsch
